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ABSTRACT 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) developed the suite of Integrated Human 
Events Analysis System (IDHEAS) products. The IDHEAS suite aims to improve the 
technical basis and quality of human reliability analysis (HRA), including the estimates of 
human error probabilities in the NRC's risk-informed applications. The activities include 
conducting extensive literature analysis to provide the cognitive basis and data basis to 
support IDHEAS development, developing a general HRA methodology, and developing 
methods and software tools to assess human reliability for specific applications and domains. 
This paper provides an overview of the NRC’s IDHEAS development activities.  
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1  INTRODUCTION 

 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC’s) Reactor Oversight Process is used to monitor 
the operating commercial nuclear power plants' performance through inspections and risk assessments of 
events. The risk assessment results provide crucial input for the NRC to make regulatory decisions. The 
NRC's Significance Determination Process is the process to assess how the inspection findings (i.e., 
component and human performance deficiencies) affect the risk of a nuclear plant accident, either as a cause 
of the accident or the ability of plant safety systems or personnel to respond to the accident. This type of 
risk assessment is called event and condition assessment (ECA). Assessing human reliability in ECA has 
been challenging because the analysis incorporates the specific component and operator behaviors observed 
during inspections and applies the specifics to probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) to calculate the 
associated risk. In some cases, the NRC's SPAR-H [1, 2] human reliability analysis (HRA) method may 
lack the needed modeling details to address the specific human reliability considerations. In such situations, 
the options provided by SPAR-H can be either too optimistic or too conservative. The two options could 
lead to different regulatory decisions.  

In 2006, the Commission issued a Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM) [3] directing the NRC's 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) to work with the NRC staff and external stakeholders 
to evaluate the different human reliability models to propose either a single model for the NRC to use or 
guidance on which model(s) should be used in specific circumstances. The International HRA Benchmark 
Study results [4-7] and the Fukushima Daiichi accident in 2011 motivated the NRC to develop new HRA 
methods to address the Commission's SRM, which led to the development of the Integrated Human Event 
Analysis System (IDHEAS) for HRA. 
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2 IDHEAS     

2.1 Overview of IDHEAS 
IDHEAS consists of a suite of products to provide the technical basis, methods, and tools for NRC's 

HRA applications. The NRC staff started with a large-scale literature review (NUREG-2114 [8]) to 
synthesize human cognition research into a cognitive basis framework for HRA. NUREG-2114 established 
a technological foundation to use five macrocognitive functions (MCFs) to represent human tasks. These 
MCFs are detecting and noticing, understanding and sensemaking, decisionmaking, action, and teamwork. 
Assessing human performance requires assessing the five MCFs. The IDHEAS General Methodology 
(IDHEAS-G) [9] is an enhancement of NUREG-2114 and is designed to be a master methodology to 
provide all technical components needed to develop HRA methods for specific applications. The purposes 
of IDHEAS-G are to improve analyst-to-analyst consistency and HRA technical and data basis, as well as  
provide a common framework for developing HRA methods or tools for specific HRA applications. The 
Fukushima Daiichi accident occurred at early in  IDHEAS-G development and drove IDHEAS-G to model 
human performance in severe operating conditions.  

IDHEAS-ECA [10] is a method developed from IDHEAS-G for the NRC's ECA. The IDHEAS-At 
Power Method [11] was developed for at-power internal events applications. IDHEAS-DATA [12] 
generalizes and documents human error data from various sources. IDHEAS-G presents a comprehensive 
set of  the performance influencing factors (PIF) and their attributes (PIF Attributes). The MCFs, PIFs, and 
PIF Attributes (PIFAs) in IDHEAS-G provide a convenient structure to generalize human error data. The 
data provide a basis for the effects of PIFAs on human error probability (HEP).    

2.2 IDHEAS-G 
IDHEAS-G aims to be a one-stop-shop, providing all technical components of an HRA process to 

develop application-specific HRA methods. Its cognitive model provides a structure to generalize and 
integrate human error data from various sources for HEP calculation. The IDHEAS-G report [9] has 13 
appendixes. Each appendix provides detailed guidance for performing a technical component, such as 
scenario analysis, identification of important human actions, and task analysis. The following sections 
highlight some elements of IDHEAS-G. 

2.2.1 Cognitive Model  
The IDHEAS-G HRA process is consistent with the HRA Good Practices [13], ATHEANA [14, 15] 

and SHARP1 [16, 17]. The HRA process contains four stages of activities, including scenario analysis, 
modeling important human actions, estimating HEPs, and integrative analysis (e.g., dependency analysis 
and uncertainty analysis). IDHEAS-G uses the five MCFs to assess human reliability, including Detection, 
Understanding, Decisionmaking, Action Execution, and Interteam coordination. Each MCF is modeled by 
a three-level structure that, from top to bottom, includes MCF, cognitive processors, and cognitive 
mechanisms. For example, Detection is noticing cues or gathering information in the work environment.  
Emphasized in this MCF are the processes that allow humans to perceive copious amounts of information 
and selectively focus on those pieces of information that are pertinent to the task being performed. Each 
MCF requires successfully completing a series of microcognitive processes (i.e., cognitive processors) to 
achieve the MCF's objectives. The reliability of the MCF is determined by the context of the MCF being 
performed.  The context, in turn, is represented by the PIFs and PIF Attribures. 

For example, Detection starts with a mental model of the object to be detected and the detection success 
criteria, followed by attending to the information sources, and perceiving and recognizing the information, 
etc. Each of these activities is a cognitive processor and is enabled by cognitive mechanisms. Attention, 
memory, and vigilance are examples of cognitive mechanisms. PIFAs specify the specific conditions that 
affect the reliability of cognitive mechanisms. The reliability propagates upward affecting the reliability of 
the cognitive processors then the reliability of MCFs. Therefore, the statuses of IDHEAS-G's PIFAs affect 
the performance of MCFs.  



2.2.2 Human Error Probability and Performance Influencing Factors 
PRA uses human failure events (HFEs) as the basic units to represent important human actions that 

affect system reliability. IDHEAS-G provides guidance to systematically perform scenario analysis, 
identify important human actions, and perform task analysis to define the HFEs and analyze their context. 
The results of these analyses establish the basis to calculate HEPs. IDHEAS-G recommends three 
approaches to estimate HEPs: data-driven calculation, expert judgment, and models. IDHEAS-G also 
develops its own HEP quantification model. 

The IDHEAS-G HEP quantification model calculates an HEP in two parts: Pt and Pc.  Pt is the error 
probability attributing to inadequate time available for completing the human action. Pc is the error 
probability attributing to failures of the MCFs. The overall HEP is the probabilistic sum of Pt and Pc. Pt is 
the convolution of the time required and time available distributions and represents the probability that the 
time required exceeds the time available. The time required and the time available are estimated for the 
HFE. IDHEAS-G calculates Pc as the probabilistic sum of the error probabilities of the action’s critical 
task(s). The error probability of a critical task is the probabilistic sum of the failure probability of its MCFs, 
which, in turn, is a function of the PIFs and their aattributes. Therefore, each PIF aattribute affects the 
overall HEP. IDHEAS uses the term Macrocognitive Failure Mode (CFM) to indicate MCF failures. The 
probability of a CFM (PCFM) is the failure ptrobability of a MCF. The PCFM is calculated based on the statuses 
of the PIFs and their attributes defined in IDHEAS-G. 

IDHEAS-G has 20 PIFs.  These PIFs are in four context categories: environment and situation, system, 
personnel, and task. Each PIF has a set of attributes (PIFAs) to represent the PIFs' specific conditions 
affecting human reliability. The PIFs and PIFAs aim to be orthogonal in definition. Together, they provide 
a comprehensive set of conditions affecting human reliability. Each MCF has its own set of PIFs. Even 
under the same PIF, the same PIFA could have different effects on the PCFM of different CFMs. The 
following are examples of the Task Complexity's attributes that are unique to specific CFMs: 

• Detection: detection demands great attention  
• Understanding: ambiguity associated with assessing the situation  
• Decisionmaking: conflicting considearations to prioritize the goals  
• Action execution: no immediacy to initiate execution  
• Inter-team coordination: complex or ambiguous authorization chain  

Each PIFA represents a specific performance condition that has a negative impact on human reliability. 
The condition can either be measured or reasonably inferred. This property improves consistency between 
analysts. To apply IDHEAS, the analysts need to apply all the PIFAs in the task context category to calculate 
HEPs. 

Equation 1 is the IDHEAS-G’s HEP quantification to a PCFM. IDHEAS-G distinguishes two different 
types of PIFs based on the types of their effects on human reliability: base PIFs and modification PIFs. The 
base PIFs include scenario familiarity, information completeness and reliability, and task complexity. The 
other 17 are modifier PIFs. Each PIF, regardless of base PIFs and modifier PIFs, has a few PIFAs to 
represent specific conditions affecting PCFM. The base PIFs determine the HEP anchor point, and the 
modifier PIFs shift the HEP away from the anchor point. For example, the PIF Task Complexity attribute 
"performing a straightforward procedure with many steps" has a base HEP of 1E-3. The attribute of the PIF 
Staffing "lack of backup and peer check" has a modification value of 110%, which is the Wj in Equation 1, 
and would increase the HEP by 10%.  

The first two brackets of Equation 1 show how the base PIFAs and modifier PIFAs affecting HEPs are 
different from SPAR-H method in two ways. First, SPAR-H assigns a base HEP to each of its two cognitive 
types, diagnosis and action, while IDHEAS-G’s base HEP for a CFM is determined by the base PIFAs 
applied to the MCF. The PIFAs applied to a MCF depend on the scenario of the analysis. When more than 
one base PIFA applies to the MCF, the base HEP of the MCF is the probabilistic sum of the base HEPs of 
the base PIFAs. Second, SPAR-H uses multiplication to calculate the combined effects of its performance 
shaping factors, while IDHEAS-G uses linear addition for the combined effects of the modification PIFAs. 



The technical basis of IDHEAS-G in modeling the combined effects of multiple PIFAs is summarized in 
[18] and discussed in detail in the Appeindix D of IDHEAS-G report [9] .   
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Where, 
 N is the total number of base PIFAs. 
 M is the total number of the modification PIFAs. 
 Wj is the weight of the PIFA-j, e.g., a W of 110% increases the HEP by 10%.  

Re is a factor that accounts for the potential recovery from failure of a task, and it is set to   
     one unless there are empirical data suggesting otherwise. 
C is a factor that accounts for the interaction between PIFs, and it is set to one for linear  
    combination of PIF impacts unless there are data suggesting otherwise. 

 
If N equals zero, the base HEP is the lowest base HEP specified by IDHEAS-G. IDHEAS-G defines that 
the minimum base HEPs are performance in optimal teamwork conditions, and the performance time 
window is sufficient but not excessive. 
 

2.2.3 Dependency  
The conventional dependency models [1, 19] use a set of factors to determine the dependency level to 

calculate the dependency effects on human reliability. The common factors are whether the tasks are 
performed by the same people, at the same location, close in time, and relying on the same cues. These 
factors provide a reasonable starting point to assess dependency levels. However, these factors provide little 
information on the reasons for dependency that can be tackled to improve performance. Therefore, there is 
little that the operating plants can do to reduce the dependence to improve human reliability. 

IDHEAS-G has a new dependency model. The dependency model addresses dependency between 
consecutive HFEs. Reviewing operational experience and literature, IDHEAS-G developers identified three 
types of dependency:  

• Consequential dependency: The outcome of an HFE directly affects subsequent HFEs. 
• Resource-sharing dependency: Two HFEs share the same resource.  
• Cognitive dependency: The outcome of an HFE introduces biased mindset or expectation on the 

performance of subsequent HFEs.   
The NRC is working on guidance to assess these depdendency effects quantitatively.  

2.2.4 Error Recovery and Uncertainty Treatment 
IDHEAS specifies the MCFs' base HEPs based on performing the tasks in a teamwork environment. 

This provides additional opportunities to identify and correct errors before the errors' effects are irreversible 
compared to just relying on self-check. Therefore, IDHEAS has the PIFA "Lack of backup or lack of peer 
check or cross-checking" that reduces human reliability. On the basis of teamwork, the additional error 
recovery credits in IDHEAS-G have to be specific. An example is that IDHEAS-DATA includes nuclear 
power plant operating crew performance data in full-scope simulator training and experiments, e.g., 
SACADA [20] and HRA empirical studies [4, 5, 21]. These simulated scenarios generally last no longer 
than two hours. The operator could respond to a few system malfunctions in a scenario. The actual events 
with longer time windows could provide recovery opportunities that are not included in IDHEAS-DATA. 



Another example is that the empirical maintenance data used in IDHEAS-DATA (e.g., [22, 23]) already 
includes the error recovery opportunities for routine maintenance work, such as peer-check and 
management task sign-off. Additional credits for error recovery need to be scenario-specific and are not in 
typical teamwork activities.  The NRC plans to develop guidance on how to credit error recovery in 
IDHEAS.  

IDHEAS uses the uncertainty framework [24] that classifies three types of uncertainty, including 
model uncertainty, parameter uncertainty, and completeness uncertainty, to discuss uncertainty in the HRA 
process. IDHEAS treats time uncertainty explicitly. It requires the analysts to explicitly specify the 
uncertainty distributions of the time required and the time available. Analysts need to be aware of the 
sources of uncertainty and address the uncertainties to provide more informed risk assessment results.  

2.3 IDHEAS-DATA 
IDHEAS-DATA is an extensive human reliability data collection effort for the IDHEAS program. 

IDHEAS-DATA documented data from more than  300 sources (documents) after filtering out a much 
larger set of potential sources. The data sources include nuclear and non-nuclear, empirical data, 
experimental data, expert elicitation results, and literature documenting performance statistics and 
performance ranking, etc. The  data do not include HEPs generated by the other HRA methods. Operator 
performance data in full-scope nuclear power plant simulators, such as the HRA benchmark studies [4, 5, 
21], HuREX [25, 26], and SACADA [20, 27], and nuclear power plant maintenance, e.g., [22, 23] are part 
of IDHEAS-DATA. Each datapoint is classified according to IDHEAS-G MCFs and PIFAs. A datapoint 
includes the information of the task of which the errors were measured, the MCFs of the task, the context 
or manipulations under which human error rates were measured, the correspond PIF, and the uncertainties 
in the reported human error measures. 

The data in IDHEAS-DATA were used to develop IDHEAS-ECA’s quantification technique for HEP 
estiation. An independent review on IDHEAS-DATA has been performed to verify the literature's human 
performance information is classified and applied correctly. The NRC continues to collect human reliability 
data for IDHEAS. 

2.4 IDHEAS-ECA    
IDHEAS-ECA is an HRA method developed according to IDHEAS-G for performing ECA. In light 

of the U.S. nuclear industry’s desire to credit the Diverse and Flexible Coping Strategies (FLEX) [28] 
equipment in risk-informed decisionmaking [29], a specific requirement on IDHEAS-ECA development 
was to be able to assess FLEX actions' reliabilities.  

IDHEAS-ECA uses the same qualitative analysis guidance (i.e., scenario analysis, identification of 
important human actions, and task analysis) as IDHEAS-G. In the quantitative portion, IDHEAS-ECA has 
the following: (1) uses the same five MCFs as IDHEAS-G (i.e., detection, understanding, decisionmaking, 
action execution, and inter-team coordination), (2) maintains the 20 PIFs but merging some PIFAs, (3) uses 
the IDHEAS-G HEP quantification model (discussed in section 2.2.2) to calculate HEPs, with the numeric 
values of the quation integrated from the human error data in IDHEAS-DATA. The NRC staff developed 
the IDHEAS-ECA Software Tool for calculating HEPs using the HEP quantification model and the human 
error data.  The Software makes it easy to calculate HEPs, while HRA analysts still need to perform 
qualitative analysis as specified in IDHEAS-ECA before using the Software for HEP calculation.  The 
IDHEAS-ECA method and software were tested in an NRC and Electric Power Research Institute joint 
workshop [30] and an NRC ECA [31]. 

3 CONCLUSIONS  

IDHEAS' contributions to HRA are stated well by the ACRS in a letter to the NRC Commission to 
complete the Commission's request "to evaluate the different human reliability models to propose either a 



single model for the NRC to use or guidance on which model(s) should be used in specific 
circumstances." [32] The ACRS states: 

 

The staff has completed a herculean task in assembling the cognitive basis for HRA and IDHEAS-
G. IDHEAS-G has advanced the science and art of HRA in a number of ways: its cognition model 
is tied to and synthesized from the current cognitive and behavioral science literature; its HRA 
process has been adopted and expanded from the best aspects of previous methods tempered by the 
results of the international and U.S. empirical studies. IDHEAS-G and its derivative applications 
satisfy the goals of the 2006 Commission SRM. 

 

There are remaining IDHEAS technical components (dependency and error recovery) to be 
developed. The NRC is finishing the dependency model development, planning to develop guidance on 
crediting error recovery, and improving the IDHEAS methods and software tools through data collection 
and user feedback.  
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